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$200 Question from Politics

A President serves 

this many years in 

Brazil.



$200 Answer from Politics

What is 4?



$400 Question from Politics

This is the 

number of states in Brazil.



$400 Answer from Politics

What is 26?



$600 Question from Politics

This is the 

youngest age at 

which a Brazilian 

can vote.



$600 Answer from Politics

What is 16 ?



$800 Question from Politics

This number of political

parties are represented

in the Brazilian Congress.



$800 Answer from Politics

What is

15?



$1000 Question from Politics

Criminal law is under

the jurisdiction of this 

level of government.



$1000 Answer from Politics

What is

federal?



$200 Question from Music

This type of music is most 

popular in the Rio de 

Janeiro Carnaval.



$200 Answer from Music

What is samba?



$400 Question from Music

This high energy music is

popular in the Northeast.



$400 Answer from Music

What is axé?



$600 Question from Music

This type of music, where 

the accordion is key, is 

popular in the Northeast

and is danced with a 

partner.



$600 Answer from Music

What is forró?



$800 Question from Music

Heitor Villa-Lobos is 

the most famous Brazilian

composer 

of this type of music.



$800 Answer from Music

What is classical?



$1000 Question from Music

Caetano Veloso and Gilberto Gil 

created a musical movement 

with this name.



$1000 Answer from Music

What is tropicalismo?



$200 Question from Economics

This is the name of 

Brazilian currency.



$200 Answer from Econmics

What is the 

real?



$400 Question from Economics

These are 2 of 

Brazil’s main 

exports.



$400 Answer from Economics

What are automobiles, 

textiles, shoes, durable 

consumer goods, steel, 

pharmaceuticals, 

petrochemicals?



$600 Question from Economics

This product, essential for cars, 

had a boom towards the end 

of the 19th and beginning of the 

20th century.



$600 Answer from Econmics

What is

rubber?



$800 Question from Economics

These are 3 of 

Brazil’s main 

agricultural

products.



$800 Answer from Econmics

What are coffee,

soybeans, beef, sugarcane,

cotton, cocoa, oranges, 

wheat, rice ?



$1000 Question from Economics

The Bolsa Familia

Program, created by the Lula

government, provided money

to poor families under 

these terms.



$1000 Answer from Econmics

What is keeping their 

children in school and 

vaccinated?



$200 Question from Natural Resources

This metal was

mined in 18th century

Brazil.



$200 Answer from Natural Resources

What is gold?



$400 Question from Natural Resources

This color dye comes 

from Brazilwood.



$400 Answer from Natural Resources

What is red?



$600 Question from Natural Resources

This region of Brazil

is the more industrialized.



$600 Answer from Natural Resources

What is the South?



$800 Question from Natural Resources

This can be made into

alcohol, fuel or a

sweetener.



$800 Answer from Natural Resources

What is sugar cane?



$1000 Question from Natural Resources

These 2 agricultural 

activities threaten the 

environment of Brazil.



$1000 Answer from Natural Resources

What are logging, 

cattle ranching, oil 

extraction?



$200 Question from Other

This is a very small, 

very sweet cup of

coffee served after 

meals and in the 

afternoon



$200 Answer from Other

What is cafezinho?



$400 Question from Other

This religion is a 

combination of 

Catholicism and 

African religions.



$400 Answer from Other

What is Candomblé?



$600 Question from Other

During this holiday, class 

differences, poverty and 

all other of life’s problems 

are set aside for a wild 4-

day celebration. 



$600 Answer from Other

What is Carnaval?



$800 Question from Other

The Festas Juninhas

are celebrated in this month.



$800 Answer from Other

What is June?



$1000 Question from Other

Tiradentes, who began 

a revolt against the 

Portuguese, worked 

in this profession.



$1000 Answer from Other

What is a dentist?


